Indefinite integrals containing Bessel functions and their representation as simple Neumann series or alternatively in terms of Lommel's functions of two variables have been noted in the literature in connection with physical problems [l; 2; 3] . It is observed here that by a simple generalization of a result noted by Watson [4, p. 23 , footnote] expressing a generating function for Bessel's function as an indefinite integral, all of the previously noted examples may be obtained as particular cases of a more general result, which is then applied to the evaluation of an integral arising in connection with noise theory.
If we define (1) S,if, g)=H f^'Jm+Ág)
where / and g are functions of a parameter /, then differentiation of (1), using the recurrence relations 2,-1 -Jy+l = 2JV, J,-i + J,+i = (2v/t)J, (in which the argument of /, is t) gives (3) si -j ifg -g/jys, = j (fg)'f-vr-i(g) + j (g/f)'fjr(g).
Here, and in succeeding equations primes denote differentiation with respect to t. Solution of (3) gives
Presented to the Society, April 24, 1954; received by the editors March 18, 1955 and, in revised form, May 23, 1955 and February 1, 1956. in which it is clear that in (1) and (4) J, may be replaced by any other Bessel function satisfying (2) . Since it will be useful for further examples we may write the result, similar to (4), obtained by defining
where 7" satisfies the recurrence relations 7,_i -7"+i = (2v/t)I" (6) 7»_i + 7"+i = 27».
Following the procedure used to obtain (4) we have
Tyexpl-j(fg + g/f)~\
The most useful particular cases of (4) and (7) may be obtained by assuming / and g to satisfy (8) afg + ßg/f = y where a, ß, y are independent of t.
The main point of this paper is expressed in Equations (4) and (7) and the expression of the integrals appearing in these equations in terms of S" and T, when/ and g satisfy (8). The specific forms which these expressions take, namely Equations (17'), (20'), (31') and (32') which relate to (4) and Equations (24'), (25'), (35') and (36') which relate to (7), will differ somewhat depending on whether or not y = 0.
Equations (17'), (20'), (24') and (25') are for y9*0 and Equations (31'), (32'), (35') and (36') are for y = 0.
Let us first assume y 9*0. Then from (8) either / and g are each dependent on / or both are independent of /. In the latter case (3) is trivial. In the former, using (8), (4) is understood to be yf/(aP+ß). Thus if a^ß, the sum over j in (16) isS'íl-í^/U-*) and
Collecting the expressions comprising (17) we have, assuming (15),
Substituting (2) in the first series on the right hand side of (18) and making use of (1) and (8), with a = ß, we have 
Collecting the terms in (32), noting that a = ß and hence from (26) and (27) The author would like to thank the referee for several suggestions which improved considerably the overall clarity of the paper.
